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Section II presents the main characteristics and requirements
of Real-time Multimedia Monitoring applications. Section III
addresses the suitable communication protocols and techniques. Finally, Section V presents some conclusions, pointing
the way to future research on the topic.

Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have enjoyed
dramatic developments over the last decade. The availability of
CMOS cameras and microphones enlarged the scope of WSNs
paving the way to the development of Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Networks (WMSN). Among the envisaged WMSN applications,
Real-time Multimedia Monitoring constitutes one of the most
promising. However, the resource requirements of these applications place difficult challenges in terms of network lifetime and
scalability. This paper starts by identifying the main characteristics and requirements of Real-time Multimedia Monitoring
applications and then highlights key research directions that may
help to overcome those challenges.

II. R EAL - TIME M ULTIMEDIA M ONITORING A PPLICATIONS
Real-time Monitoring in visual camera networks refers to
an incredibly broad area of tasks. Face and object recognition
or classification, vehicle tracking and crowd monitoring are
just few examples of typical application scenarios. Monitoring
can be done in a supervised or unsupervised manner. In the
former case, still images or video are sent from the visual
sensors to a central monitoring place, where a human operator is constantly required to watch the multimedia streams
and reacts properly if an anomalous event is detected. Conversely, in unsupervised monitoring, the multimedia content
is automatically analyzed by means of specialized computer
vision algorithms to infer the semantic content. This latter
option is clearly very attractive and promising, and system
based on that have emerged in the past few years under the
name of ”smart camera systems”. Depending on the specific
requirements of the reference monitoring scenario, two broad
classes of real-time monitoring application can be defined:
image/video-based monitoring and feature-based monitoring.
Applications belonging to the former class require the remote
delivery of image/video flows which are then analyzed (either
by human operators or by automatic systems) in search for
anomalous behaviors and/or hazardous events. In the latter
class of applications, only a succinct representation of an
image is delivered remotely to implement specific detection
functionalities (face detection, object recognition, etc.). In the
following, the distinctive characteristics of both application
scenarios are commented, clearly highlighting the main reference application fields and the consequent system’s level

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
have attracted increasing interest within research community
and manufacturers. WSNs are composed of small sized battery
operated network devices geared with processing capabilities,
wireless communication interfaces, and sensing functionalities. With the diminishing cost of communication devices,
WSNs have emerged as ideal solutions to a large number of
applications in both civilian and military contexts. With the
increased availability of CMOS cameras and microphones, as
well as more powerful and energy-efficient WSN nodes, the
latter can now be equipped with multimedia sensor suites to
collaboratively monitor a given area, leading to the concept of
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN). A general
survey on WMSNs can be found in [1]. In this paper, we
focus on Real-time Multimedia Monitoring applications. Being
particularly demanding in terms of computational and energy
resources, this class of applications raises interesting and difficult research challenges, demanding innovative solutions for
the combination of the optimization techniques at the different
layers of the protocol stack. This paper presents the main
research challenges on promising technologies, algorithms and
protocols that can be used to support Real-time Multimedia
Monitoring. The rest of this document is structured as follows.
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requirements.

fic and parking monitoring [14] [15] [16] and face recognition
[17][18].
Those analysis tasks are usually based on a widely accepted processing paradigm, that we refer to as compressthen-analyze. In a nutshell, still images or video are acquired by cameras deployed in the monitored area, compressed with some encoding technique (see II-A) and then
sent to a central controller that analyze the visual content
(i.e. compute and process SIFT features) leveraging superior
computational resources. However, applying such compressthen-analyze paradigm to visual sensor networks is particularly
challenging due to the resources available on camera nodes.
Limited memory, CPU, energy and bandwidth impose hard
constraints, resulting in low spatial and temporal resolutions
of the delivered content, that may impair further feature
extraction and analysis.
A different approach to visual analysis can be used by
reversing the traditional compress-then-analyze paradigm. In
this new approach, camera sensors use their computational
resource to extract and compress local image features directly,
instead of compressing the visual sequence. These features
may then be transmitted to a central controller for following
steps of the analysis process. Clearly, this approach is advantageous if computing, compressing and transmitting local
features costs less than doing it for images and video, given
that the accuracy of the final task remains the same. The final
cost can be expressed as the total energy required by a camera
sensors to compute, encode and transmit features instead of
video. For what concerns the computation of local features,
some work has been done recently to reduce SIFT complexity
without affecting performance (see [9][19]). However, practical implementations of feature extraction schemes on visual
sensors has not been studied in detail yet: a working system
has been presented in [20], where the features detection /
extraction algorithm is based on SURF and takes about 10/20
seconds to be completed.
1) Coding techniques: In the last few years an increasing
number of works is facing the problem of compressing local
features. We can spot two different approaches to feature
compression: (i) improving the performance of existing descriptor algorithms and (ii) designing descriptors algorithms
that produces low-bitrate visual features. Several examples
of the first approach can be found in the recent literature.
In [21] the authors applied Principal Component Analysis
to the normalized SIFT gradient patch, yielding to a more
compact representation that is also more distinctive and robust
to image deformations. In [22] Chandrasekhar et al. propose a
general framework for transform coding image features using
a Karhunen-Loeve Transform learned from a large training set.
Recently, a new class of low-bitrate descriptors was developed
in [23]: here in contrast to prior work, the gradient statistics
around interest points are explicitly exploited to build an
histogram that can be efficiently compressed. Such CHoG
(Compressed Histogram of Gradients) descriptors are shown
to be particularly attractive, since they provide a compact, yet
comprehensive, representation of the local image patches. As

A. Images and Video
Supervised monitoring requires still images or video to
be transmitted from the visual sensor to a central operation
place, where a human operator controls the visual stream.
Clearly, such multimedia stream must be compressed to reduce
bandwidth, energy, delay and memory requirements.
Digital images and video coding has been subject to scientific research and serious standardization in the last 20 years.
Currently, the worldwide accepted standard for video compression is H.264/AVC ([2]), which provides very good ratedistortion performance due to the use of advanced techniques,
such as spatial prediction for intra coding, multiple reference
frames motion compensation, variable block-size intra/inter
block coding and advanced entropy coding schemes. The gain
in performance on the coding side is balanced by a tremendous
complexity in the encoder design, which is still too heavy to
be implemented and used on current sensor network platforms.
In order to find more suitable solutions for WMSN, an
object-based approach can be used ([3], [4]). The rationale
behind these encoders is to constraint motion estimation and
encoding only to those part of the frame which involves salient
motion, in order to reduce the computational complexity.
Usually, background subtraction techniques are employed in
order to distinguish the background scene from the foreground
objects. Recently, a different encoding paradigm known as distributed video coding (DVC [5]) has been proposed as a candidate technique for video compression in WMSN. In DVC, the
computational complexity is shifted from the encoder to the
decoder, hence it seems promising for applications built on top
of visual sensors. Unfortunately, successful implementations
of such technique are still not present. The integration of
all the aforementioned video compression algorithms within
a visual wireless sensor network has been subject of study in
the past few years. The surveys of Misra et al [6], Soro and
Heinzelman [7] and Akyldiz et al. [1] summarize the work
done towards this integration.
B. Visual Features
Automatic monitoring is accomplished with the aid of some
synthetic description of the underlying pixel content. Instead
of processing the image or the video directly on their spatial
representation, a set of descriptors or features is extracted by
means of specialized algorithms.
Even if there is no standard or general strategy for monitoring based on visual features, the use of local photometric
descriptors such as SIFT [8] and SURF [9] seems very promising. Such local image features have in fact demonstrated
excellent performance in a broad range of monitoring tasks:
they are invariant and show robustness with respect to scale,
rotation, affine transformations and illumination, hence they
form the basis for recognition based applications. Examples
include, but are not limited to, people/object identification
[10][11], environmental and habitat monitoring [12][13] , traf-
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an example, the performance of a 53 bits CHoG descriptor
matches the one of a 1024 bit SIFT descriptor. In [24] the same
authors also proposed a low-latency image retrieval system
with progressive transmission of CHoG descriptors: a feedback
is used when a match is found on the server so that the
querying client can stop the transmission process. In that case,
descriptors are sorted by their Hessian blob response, with
the assumption that descriptors with low Hessian response are
poorly localized and less discriminative. Another approach to
descriptors sorting is given in [25]: descriptors are ordered
in such a way to minimize their inter-distance, then only the
difference between a descriptor and its following is coded and
transmitted, in order to provide additional rate savings. Finally,
an hybrid approach is presented in [26]: here, patches of
pixels around the detected keypoints are JPEG compressed and
sent to a central controller where they are further processed
to compute the relative descriptor. This approach allows to
obtain very low bit rate, while unchanging the accuracy of the
following analysis task. Table I summarize different features
compression techniques, together with their target bitrate.

obviously requires less features than recognizing the same
object in a big set of objects with similar visual characteristics.
Examples of works that studiy how recognition accuracy
varies when varying the number of feature descriptors or the
database size can be found in [8][16] and [27]. In [28] the
authors go a step further, evaluating the impact of both the
number of feature descriptors and their quantization rate on
the final accuracy. A rate-accuracy model is defined and used
to optimally allocate resources in a WMSN, with the aim of
maximizing its lifetime.
III. R ELIABLE AND EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF VISUAL DATA
IN WMSN S
This section presents relevant techniques for the support of
Real-time Multimedia Monitoring apllications at the protocol
stack level at the MAC layer and above.
A. MAC Layer
The MAC Layer is responsible for providing medium access
control to competing nodes guaranteeing QoS metrics such
as delay, losses, distortion, fairness, etc. In order to achieve
these QoS metrics, a wireless MAC protocol has to be able to,
[29], minimize medium access delay, minimize collisions in
case of having contention-based access, maximize reliability,
minimize energy consumption, minimize interference, and
maximize adaptivity to changes. Video streaming applications
require a steady flow of information and delay-bounded delivery of packets. Contention-based MAC has difficulties in
providing these requirements due to the collision nature of
the medium, the interference from other nodes and the multipath fading and shadowing effects over the link. Providing
video over wireless sensor networks requires the need of joint
reliable transport and resource allocation while saving as much
energy as possible, which demands a cross-layer architecture
that integrates all these features. As a conclusion, a WMSN
MAC layer, besides providing medium sharing, has to be able
to support reliable communications, save energy and be QoSaware. Service differentiation is a technique that includes a
wide range of mechanisms supporting QoS in networks. The
available differentiation mechanisms at MAC layer that allow
tuning QoS metrics in WMSN are:
1) Power control [30]: consists of adjusting the transmission power in order to assure correct transmission of
packets, minimizing the interference with other nodes.
2) Traffic Class differentiation: many QoS MAC proposals differentiate traffic based on local decisions. For
example, Q-MAC, [31], classifies urgent traffic based
on a mixture of parameters such as transmission hops,
amount of residual energy and queue proportional load.
Other proposals, [32] [33] pre-assign a set of priorities to
different kind of services. In general, multimedia traffic
has to be identified with respect to other applications
according to their QoS requirements, i.e. service classification. Moreover, finer tunning based on local decisions
such as residual energy or queueing load can be applied in order to define forwarding or droping strategies

TABLE I
F EATURE COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES .
Method
SIFT [8][26]
SURF [9][22]
CHOG [23][24]
PCA-SIFT [21]
KLT-SIFT [22]
SORTING SIFT [25]
COMPRESSED PATCHES [26]

Bitrate (bits / descriptor)
128 - 1024
64 - 512
53 - 100
160
256
10 - 40
38 - 57

2) How many features?: So far, we have reviewed different
techniques to encode local features. However, a natural question that can be raised is the following: how many feature
descriptors are needed to perform visual analysis with a specific target accuracy? In other words, what is the total amount
of data that is generated when e.g. object recognition must be
performed on a input image? Clearly, there’s no general answer
to this question. First, the number of descriptors that can be
extracted from an image is dependent on both image-specific
and algorithm-specific parameters. Image-specific parameters
are e.g. the image resolution (the higher the resolution, the
higher the number of features extracted) and the visual content
(images rich of details produce more features). Algorithmspecific parameters depends on the particular detector algorithm used (i.e. corner/blob detector) as well as on particular
parameters of the detector algorithm. As an example, in SIFT
and SURF it is possible to tune a threshold on the Hessian
response value of each detected keypoint: keypoints with low
hessian values are discarded and their correspondent feature is
not computed. Hence, varying this threshold has impact on the
number of features that are finally extracted. Another factor
that has impact on the number of features to be extracted
to obtain a target accuracy is the complexity of the visual
task, that can be ultimately seen as the dimension of the
database against which the analysis is performed. In a nutshell,
recognizing an object within a small set of other objects
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3)

4)

5)

6)

Then, we define traffic classification as how the MAC
treats each traffic: pre-assigned traffic classes based on
QoS requirements or local classification based on local
decisions (e.g. number of hops towards destination).
Control the access to the medium [29]: Contentionfree protocols control the time-slot assignment. In this
way, high priority traffic can reserve higher number
of slots with respect other lower priority sensor applications. However, contention-free networks need tight
synchronization and complexity increases if the sensor
network scales, i.e., when new nodes are added to
the network. On the other hand, in contention-based
protocols, there are several ways to control the access
and frequency of transmissions. The contention window
(CW) size control allows senders to differentiate traffic
by selecting different timers. The back-off exponent
control allows alleviating contention by reducing the
probability of collisions. Inter-frame space control also
allows traffic differentiation since traffic classes will
access the medium with different precedence.
Duty-cycling control, [34]: topology control allows
power management by controlling active/sleeping periods or designing low-duty MAC protocols. Sensor
nodes processing video streaming can have higher active
periods than those sensors handling less priority traffic.
The effect of this technique will be lower delays and
higher throughputs on high priority traffic in comparison
with best effort traffic.
Queuing and scheduling mechanisms: several queues
can be set up for the different traffic classes. Then, a
scheduler can give more service to those high priority
traffic classes. Furthermore, mechanisms like Weighted
Fair Queuing (WFQ) can guarantee minimum throughput - bandwidth control - in per queuing classes and
inside a priority class.
Error control mechanisms: MAC protocols provide several error control mechanisms to provide resilience
against bit errors and losses. ARQ mechanisms provide
hard QoS at the cost of increasing latency and reducing
bandwidth. FEC mechanisms include higher redundancy
allowing recovering of data against errors at the cost of
memory and processing and higher transmission latency
due to the longer packets.

hops already traversed, the amount of the remaining delay
budget, the remaining energy, etc. Furthermore, it is possible
to separate traffic classes in different queues that are served
according to their priority. Separate queues can be scheduled
with a mechanism like WFQ that allows guaranteed bandwidth
services between the different traffic classes. Each queue can
also be controlled with a scheduler to guarantee fairness
between the same traffic class flows. The objective of these
techniques is to achieve bounded delays and guarantee certain
minimum bandwidth per traffic class and per traffic flow.
A second requisite for video streaming is achieving internode traffic class differentiation. A packet scheduled by a node
has to compete for the medium with other nodes, without
knowing whether its priority is higher or lower than the packets
scheduled by its neighbors. Contention Window (CW) size
control allows senders to differentiate traffic assigning shorter
CW to high priority traffic and larger CW to low priority
traffic. In this way, high priority traffic has more probability to
access the medium than low priority traffic. However, careful
tuning is necessary since lower traffic classes can considerably
increase the latency in case of highly loaded networks. Backoff exponent control and IFS control also play a role in the
system and is challenging finding a trade-off on the parameters
for each traffic class in order to bound delays. Furthermore,
these parameters also impact bandwidth since they control
retransmissions due to packet collision. Finally, a dynamic
Contention Window size control mechanism that adapts to
load conditions can significantly improve delays among traffic
classes at the cost of adding complexity.
A third requisite for video streaming is parameterizing when
a node has to wake up. Node synchronization is challenging
since video streaming is bursty by nature and static duty-cycle
protocols, e.g. STEM [35], do not behave well with highly
variable traffic conditions. Predicting the amount of video traffic as well as duty-cycle adjustment are necessary conditions in
order to achieve low delay budgets and to avoid idle listening
or early sleeping. Video traffic characterization depends on
the used video coding techniques. Predicting the amount of
traffic that a sensor node is going to receive is a challenging
task. Furthermore, in case of using multipath routing, the task
can be ever more challenging. Finally, dynamic active periods
imply that nodes have to buffer a minimum number of packets
before retransmission. This implies a trade-off on the length
of the active period with respect to buffer size and energy
consumption.
Few works in Wireless Sensor Networks at MAC layer are
aimed for video streaming. Some MAC protocols are designed
with traffic classes in mind, but without bing specific to
video streaming. Most of these works control de access to the
medium, differentiating between traffic classes. However, since
they do not have video streaming as their main application, it
is not clear whether these MAC protocols adapt well to high
volumes of bursty data traffic, i.e, large video frames that
have to be fragmented in multiple back-to-back lower layer
packets. Table II compares several MAC protocols in terms of
the implemented features.

Among these mechanisms there are three of the utmost
importance when designing a MAC protocol for video streaming in WMSN using contention-based MAC protocols. A first
requisite is that nodes have to implement intra-node traffic
class differentiation. That means a queuing management and
scheduling mechanism that separate traffic according to their
classes and receive service according to their priority. Static
approaches assign a priority to each traffic class. However,
this priority does not change over time or depending on the
load conditions. A dynamic priority assignment reacts to the
load conditions of the network. Typical decision parameters
are the number of hops towards the sink, the number of
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF DESIRABLE PROTOCOL FEATURES FOR
Protocol

PSIFT [36]
PR-MAC [32]
RL-MAC [33]
Q-MAC [31]
PQ-MAC [37]
Sexena MAC [38]
Diff-MAC [39]
CoSenS [40]

Multimedia
traffic

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

SOME CONTENTION - BASED

Traffic Class
differentiation

Controling
the access to
the medium

Yes (local-based)
Yes (pre-assigned)
Yes (pre-assigned)
Yes (local-based)
Yes (pre-assigned)
Yes (pre-assigned)
Yes (pre-assigned)
Yes (pre-assigned)

CW size/IFS
CW size/IFS
CW size
No
IFS
CW size
CW size
Back-off

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Queue
management
(Prioriy
queues)
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bandwidth
Control
(WFQ)
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

cooperation between the layers of the network protocol
stack in order to improve overall performance. When
in-network processing is enabled, selected routes should
cross more powerful multimedia processing nodes (e.g.
more powerful CPU, energy, memory, etc.).
5) Scalability: Large-scale monitoring with thousands of
nodes is only possible if the routing overhead is kept
to a minimum. This can be achieved by means of
approaches such as hierarchical routing, opportunistic
routing, clustering and geographic forwarding.
6) Energy harvesting awareness: Since WMSNs typically
consume a significantly larger amount of energy in
comparison with scalar WSNs, the network lifetime is
too short if energy harvesting mechanisms are not implemented. Routing optimization is different depending
on availability of energy harvesting, since the main goal
moves away from maximizing the network lifetime. In
case the WMSN nodes are able to gather energy from
external sources, the task of the routing protocol is to
find sustainable flows, maximizing the throughput and
minimizing the delay.
Table III lists several state-of-the-art network layer solutions
together with the respective features.

B. Network Layer
In traditional WSNs, the Network Layer is mainly responsible for routing traffic from the source (usually sensor nodes)
to the destination (usually sink node or actuator nodes) in
an energy-efficient way. QoS metrics such as delay, jitter and
throughput are relegated to a background role in comparison
with energy consumption and network lifetime. In contrast,
WMSN applications in general and Real-time Multimedia
Monitoring in particular, require real-time performance as
well as high data rates. In this case, traditional WSN routing
protocols such as Directed Diffusion [41] become insufficient. Energy-efficiency is still of the utmost importance in
WMSNs, and especially so because multimedia applications
are typically more demanding in terms of energy. However,
new routing protocols are needed which are able to find the
best trade-off between the often contradictory requirements
of energy-efficient and real-time transmission. The following
are desirable features of routing protocols for monitoring and
tracking WMSNs:
1) Traffic differentiation and joint optimization of multiple
QoS goals to deliver multimedia traffic: Among the QoS
parameters are delay bound, loss rate, and throughput.
For example, delay-sensitive traffic should be granted a
shorter and faster path, while more delay-tolerant bulky
traffic might be sent through an energy-rich but longer
path. A special case of traffic differentiation, concerns
differentiation between packets belonging to the same
stream. For example in MPEG video transmission, I, P
and B frames should be differentiated regarding reliability. This requires a deeper awareness about the structure
or contents of multimedia data.
2) Resource balancing (mainly energy, load, memory and
processing power): The objective is to avoid routing
bottlenecks and thus to maximize network lifetime and
goodput, while minimizing delay. It includes approaches
such as multipath routing.
3) Fast adaptation to changes in the location of monitored objects: Routes must be computed and established
quickly in response to changing networks conditions and
real-time delay bounds must be satisfied.
4) Support to in-network processing and cross-layer optimization: The goal is to provide closer interaction and
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Dynamic
Duty-cycle
control

MAC S .

C. Transport Layer
Traditional transport protocols like TCP are not suitable for
WMSNs since they were mainly designed to operate in wired
networks. In addition to reliability, fairness, and congestion
control, WMSNs also impose additional requirements such
as energy-efficiency and tight delay bounds. Here we discuss
the state-of-the-art WSN transport protocols. The experimental
study in [53] shows that existing protocols provide very poor
performance for real-time multimedia delivery. However, we
are slowly seeing the development of transport protocols that
are able to improve the delivery of multimedia traffic. Based on
state-of-the-art approaches, the following features are useful in
the design and development of transport protocols for Realtime Multimedia Monitoring WMSNs:
1) Differentiated reliability: Since some multimedia applications can be loss-tolerant, differentiated reliability
should be supported.
2) Reliability-delay trade-off: Reliability and delay should
be jointly addressed and adapted based on the unique re-
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF DESIRABLE ROUTING PROTOCOL FEATURES FOR WMSN S .
Protocol
Multimedia-aware MMSPEED [42]
3R [43]
Mahapatra, et. al [44]
Akkaya & Younis [45]
Mohajerzadeh & Yaghmaee [46]
RAP [47]
DCAR [48], MIXIT [49]
MORE [50]
APOLLO/PISA [51]
D-APOLLO [52]

Multimedia
QoS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Tracking &
Monitoring
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Energy-aware

Multi-path

Scalability

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes (e.-harvesting)
Yes (e.-harvesting)

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Geo. Forwarding
No
Geo. Forwarding
No
No
Geo. Forwarding
No
Opp. Routing
Geo. Forwarding
Geo. Forwarding

quirements of the multimedia application, since usually
one is achieved at the expense of the other. Network coding is a promising approach to avoid the retransmission
delays. It can be combined with ARQ. Some approaches
based on TCP combine these mechanisms.
3) Media-centric collective reliability: When there is redundancy in multimedia data, reliability must not be
regarded from a packet-based perspective, treating individual media flows independently. Instead, the objective
of reliability is to provide an usable fused media stream
from the media streams sent by individual sources. This
feature relies heavily on cross-layer optimization.
4) Congestion control: Congestion avoidance and rate control mechanism must be designed considering the stringent and unique demands of multimedia traffic.
5) Cross-layer optimization: Transport protocols must be
adapted dynamically in close coordination with other
layers, e.g. application, MAC and network layers. Crosslayer interaction with the in-network processing mechanisms at application-layer as well as with the supporting
routing mechanisms is the only way to maximize energyefficiency.
A summary of the main features of those transport protocols
is listed in Table IV. A more comprehensive survey of WMSN
transport layer protocols can be found in [6][7][1][54].

In-network
processing
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

a manner that the amount of data to be sent to the sink
is minimized. The FoV is one of the main candidates for
grouping nodes. If several nodes have FoV areas that intersect,
they can be grouped and collaborate in sensing the area. The
main trade-off is that at each wake up period part of the FoV
is common with respect to clustered nodes, but part of the
FoV is missed. However, in general, if the duty-cycle of a
clustered node is less than the time a mobile object spends
in crossing a FoV, the object will be detected by one of
the nodes of the cluster. Alaei et al in study [61][62][63]
several clustering mechanism for object detection and object
monitoring and propose scheduling mechanisms showing how
collaborative sensing reduces the amount of energy a node
spends in comparison with scenarios without collaboration.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Visual analysis based on local features can be integrated
with wireless multimedia sensor networks to enable automatic
monitoring in a broad range of tasks. However, due to the
limitations introduced by current visual sensor architectures,
it is imperative to optimize every stage in the analysis process.
First of all, practical implementations of state-of-the-art local
features extraction algorithms on top of currently available
visual sensor nodes must be investigated and optimized in
order to enable energy-efficient real-time feature extraction.
Secondly, advanced techniques to encode visual features are
needed, in order to minimize the amount of data that requires
to be transmitted to ensure high accuracy.
Real-time Multimedia Monitoring applications requires the
integration of appropriate mechanisms at the differet layers
of the protocol stack. The protocol architectures proposed
in the literature are usually focused on the optimization
of specific layers, overlooking cross-layer optimization to a
significant extent. Supporting video streaming applications at
MAC layer imply the integration of service differentiation
techniques. The MAC has to design traffic class differentiation
and queueing and scheduling mechanisms. However, the most
difficult and challenging task is achieving dynamic dutycycling control due to the high variability of the video
traffic. Furthermore, the amount of high priority traffic that
arrives to a node also depends on the neighbourhood and
is tighly coupled with the higher layers. At the network
layer, no single existing proposal integrates all the desirable

D. Collaborative sensing in WMSN
Sensing management and scheduling policies define
how nodes sense the environment. Multimedia nodes are
characterized by a directional sensing model defined by the
Field of View (FoV). Objects covered by a camera can be
distant and the captured images will depend on the relative
positions and orientations of the cameras towards the observed
object. In planned deployments, nodes usually cover the whole
area with low redundancy. The objective is that each camera
covers a unique set of points in such a way that the amount
of area covered is maximized with the minimum number of
cameras, e.g., art gallery problem. In random deployments,
however, nodes are deployed in such a way that multiple
cameras cover the same area, implying redundant sensing
areas. Collaborative sensing consists of group nodes according
to their common sensing coverage and schedules them in
order to wake them up to fulfill the application tasks in such
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Cross-layer
interaction
Network, MAC
Network, MAC
Network, MAC
No
No
Network, MAC
Network, PHY
Network, PHY
Network, MAC
Network, MAC
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TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF DESIRABLE TRANSPORT PROTOCOL FEATURES FOR WMSN S .
Protocol
ESRT [55]
STCP [56]
RCRT [57]
TRCCIT [58]
MDTSN [59]
DMRC [60]

Reliability
vs.
delay trade-off
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Differentiated
reliability
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Media-centric
reliability
No
No
No
No
No
No

characteristics required by Real-time Multimedia Monitoring
applications. In particular awareness of in-network processing
hubs and energy harvesting are still not fully exploited in
WMSN routing protocols. Media-centric collective reliability
has been mostly neglected in transport layer proposals,
requiring a better exploitation of transport-application and
transport-routing cross-layer optimization. When an ARQbased transport protocol relies on caching, transport-routing
optimization becomes a must, especially in heterogeneous
WSNs where nodes have different storage capabilities. Two
radio neighbor sensors may cover different FoV while
two sensors that cover the same FoV are not necessarily
radio neighbours. How nodes that sense the same data can
collaborate to reduce the amount of traffic generated is a
challenge. Thus, scheduling the best node to detect, monitor
or track an object will increase network lifetime and will also
improve related QoS parameters such as delay or distortion.

Cross-layer
optimization
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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